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Binocular single vision achieved by
fusion and suppression
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The occurrences of fusion and suppression were detennined from stereograms which produced
two retinal images located at equal distances but in opposite directions from the fovea. Sub
jects reported whether the dichoptic stimulus appeared single or not, and if single whether
it appeared in the center of the visual field. The report of centrality is predicted by the fusion
theory of single vision and that of noncentrality by the suppression theory. Experiment 1,
with eight subjects, showed that for small disparities perceived singleness was the percept
predicted by the fusion theory; for larger disparities, the percepts could sometimes be pre
dicted by the fusion theory and other times by the suppression theory. Experiment 2, with 16
subjects, showed that with larger stimuli the percept predicted by the fusion theory is more
likely to occur. Experiment 3, with four subjects, showed that the centrality was reported when
the stimuli were presented for 100 msec. This result provided support for our interpretation
that the centrality reports in Experiments 1 and 2 were not due to fixation error and suppression.

When the two images of a stimulus fall on non
corresponding areas of the two retinae, the stimulus
is seen as single, if the disparity is not too large,
There are two theories to explain this single vision:
the suppression theory and the fusion theory. The
suppression theory (e.g., Asher, 1953; Fox & Check,
1966; Hochberg, 1964; Kaufman, 1974; Ogle, 1962)
holds that the singleness of vision is achieved by a
process of contralateral suppression, in which the
visual input of one eye suppresses the input from the
other eye-the process thought to occur during
binocular rivalry. Thus, according to suppression
theory, the percept is effectively monocular for a
portion or the whole of the visual field, i.e., the
perceived visual direction is specified by one or the
other of the monocular inputs. Fusion theory (e.g.,
Bishop & Henry, 1971; Boring, 1933; Charnwood,
1954; Dodwell & Engel, 1963; Julesz, 1971; Sperling,
1970; Werner, 1937), on the other hand, holds that
singleness of vision is achieved by a "compromise"
between the visual directions signaled by the non
corresponding retinal areas. Thus, according to
fusion theory, the perceived visual direction of a
stimulus produced by disparate stimulation does not
agree with the visual direction produced by either
of the monocular Images.
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colleagues at York University and Professor Hochberg for their
helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper. Requests for
reprints should be sent to Hiroshi Ono, Department of Psychology,
York University, Downsview, Ontario M3J-IP3, Canada.
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Often, the two theories have been considered to
be competing theories in explaining single vision
(cf. Dodwell, 1970; Hochberg, 1971; Kaufman,
1974). However, the contention of this paper is that
they are not competing theories but complementary
ones. It is obviously impossible for fusion and
suppression to occur simultaneously for a given
stimulus, but the two may occur in alternate time
periods. Also, fusion may be more likely to occur for
some stimuli and suppression for other stimuli. Ex
perimental results supporting either the suppression
or fusion theory generally are obtained by present
ing a certain binocular stimulus and examining
whether suppression or fusion has occurred (e.g.,
Asher, 1953; Linschoten, 1956). Apparently con
flicting evidence can be explained if it is the case that
in certain stimulus conditions suppression is more
likely to occur than fusion, or vice vesa. Thus, if the
present view is correct, the usual either/ or approach
should be abandoned, and one should examine the
experimental conditions under which fusion or sup
pression is associated with single vision.

The aim of this study was to show that the predic
tions from the fusion theory and those from the
suppression theory hold under different stimulus
conditions, i.e., fusion occurs under some conditions
and suppression under others. The traditional defini
tions of the terms "fusion" and "suppression" (e.g.,
Asher, 1953; Linschoten, 1956) are used in this
paper; the distinction between the two was made
from subjects' reports of the visual direction of the
perceived stimuli. The present experiment investi
gated how two variables, the extent of binocular
disparity and the size of the disparate stimuli, are
related to the relative occurrences of fusion and
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Figure 1. An example of the experimental stereograms used
in Experiment 1 and the four possible percepts from the stereo
gram.
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response was appropriate for the experiment, i.e., the large outer
circles fell on corresponding points and the inner disk produced
the disparity intended by the experimenters.

The experimental stereograms were constructed so that, with
proper fixation, the images of the inner disks fell at an equal
distance, but in opposite directions from the mid-vertical axes
of the foveae. There were six experimental stereograms which
could be presented either with crossed or uncrossed disparities
of 15',30',45',1°,1°15', and 2°. The same pairs of stimuli
were used for presentation of crossed and uncrossed disparities by
reversing the relation between stimuli and the eyes. An example of
the stereograms from the experimental set and the four possible
percepts for each stereogram are shown in Figure I. The inputs
to the left and right eyes are shown as A and B, respectively. With
correct fixation, there are four possible percepts, C, D, E, and F.
From percept C, in which the perceived location of the inner
disk is in the center of the outer circle, the occurrence of fusion
is inferred. From percepts D and E, in which the perceived loca
tions of the disk correspond to the input of one eye, suppression
is inferred. Percept F, in which two disks are perceived, is
diplopia.

One of the two sets of control stereograms was constructed
with no disparity between the monocular inputs; there were three
stereograms in this set. For one stereogram, the disks were located
in the center of the outer circle. This pair of stimuli was used to
determine if subjects would report centrality when the disks were
centrally located. For the two other stereograms, the disks were
not located in the centers. In one, the two monocular disks were
displaced so that the disks fell 7.5' to the left of the foveal midline,
and in the other, 7.5' to the right. These two stereograms were
used to determine whether subjects would report noncentrality
of the perceived disk when the monocular disks were, in fact,
imaged off center. The 7.5' displacement corresponded to the
smallest displacement in the experimental stereograms, i.e., for
the stereogram with 15' disparity, the disks were displaced 7.5'
from the center in opposite horizontal directions. The reason
for determining whether subjects can discriminate 7.5' displace
ment of disks from the nondisplaced disks was to determine

Method
Stimuli and Apparatus. Each field of the stereograms consisted

of a black disk surrounded by a black circle on a white back
ground. There were three sets of stereograrns, one set of experi
mental stereograrns and two sets of controls. Each stereogram
was made by first drawing it on a large sheet of paper and then
photographically reducing it. When the stereograms were viewed
with the stereoscope used in the experiment, the inner disk sub
tended 2° of visual angle and the outer circle 6°. The fixation "'
stimuli were vertical lines placed in either the upper or lower half
of small circles located on the top of the outer circles. The vertical
line in one field was located in the top half of the small circle,
and the vertical line in the other field was located in the bottom
half of the small circle. When the two lines were seen as falling
on a vertical line (nonius alignment), the fixation or convergence

The occurrence of fusion or suppression can be
inferred from the percept reported by a subject when
he is presented with stereoscopically dichoptic stimuli
which are equally displaced in opposite directions
from the central position. If a subject reports a single
percept which is noncentral, an occurrence of sup
pression can be inferred, since the apparent direction
of the dichoptic stimulus corresponds to one of the
two visual inputs. However, if the subjects reports
a single percept which is central, an occurrence of
fusion can be inferred, because the apparent direction
of the dichoptic stimulus is a compromise between
the two visual directions. Essentially, the above is the
logic for Asher's stereograms (Asher, 1953), from
which he obtained results supporting the suppression
theory. In Experiment 1, several modified versions
of Asher's stereograms with different amounts of
disparity were presented. Subjects were asked to
report whether the dichoptic stimulus appeared
central, noncentral, or double. The occurrences of
both central and noncentral percepts would imply
that both fusion and suppression were associated
with single vision.

EXPERIMENT 1

suppression. Binocular disparity was varied in Ex
periment 1 and stimulus size was varied in Experi
ment 2. In both experiments, the relative length of
time of the occurrences 'of fusion, suppression, and
diplopia were determined while controlling for fixa
tion disparity. To control for fixation disparity, a
nonius alignment check was made; the procedure was
similar to one used by Ogle, Martens, and Dyer
(1967, p. 27) for measuring fixation disparity. Ex
periment 3 was conducted with additional control
to provide further support for our claim that the
fusion which occurred in Experiments 1 and 2 was
not an artifact of eye movements during stimulus
presentations. Care was taken to control for eye
position because of the claim that all evidence which
is thought to demonstrate fusion can be explained
by the suppression theory and fixation disparity
(Kaufman, 1974; Pitblado, 1966).1



whether subjects could make this discrimination; if they could,
we can distinguish between the occurrence of fusion and suppression
for experimental stereograms with 15' disparity.

The second set of control stereograms, Iike the experimental
stereograms, was constructed so that the inner disks of each pair
produced disparity. Unlike the experimental stereograms, how
ever, the disks were not equally displaced from the midline. They
were constructed so that, if fusion occurred, a single disk would
be perceived either 7.5' to the left or 7.5' to the right of center.
The disparities produced by these stereograms were 15', 30',
45' and 10

• There were two stereograms for each disparity, one
which would fuse 7.5' to the left of center, the other 7.5' to the
right. Thus, there were eight stereograms in this set. The reason
for presenting these control stereograms was to obviate a possible
criticism that reports of centrality with the experimental stereo
grams were due solely to the difficulty of directional judgments
when the disk is perceived in depth. These control stereograms
produced the same depths as the experimental stereograms, but
the inner disks should be seen as noncentral if fusion occurs.
Therefore, if fusion occurs, the respective experimental stereo
grams should produce longer durations of centrality judgments
than these control stereograms.

Tbe stereograms from the three sets were presented in a Keystone
Telebinocular apparatus containing a 19.6-cm focal length lens
and 6.8-diopter prisms. The stereograrns were placed in a stimulus
holder at the focal distance of the lens. Lateral heterophoria was
corrected by adjusting the lateral position of each field in the
stimulus holder.

Four timers, calibrated in tenths of a second and connected to
two switch boxes, were used to record subjects' reports of their
percepts. One switch box had one button and was used to indicate
when the two fixation (nonius) Iines appeared to be on a vertical
line. The other switch box had three buttons and was used to in
dicate whether the inner disks appeared central, noncentral, or
double (or noncircular). The timers attached to the three buttons
recorded the duration of time each of the three buttons was being
pressed conditional on the button on the other switch box being
pressed, i.e., the subject's report of his percept of the disk was
not recorded unless he was also reporting correct fixation.

Procedure. Each subject was instructed to fixate the center of
the small fixation circle throughout each trial, and it was em
phasized that he should not change the location of his fixation.
He was asked to press, continuously, with his left hand, the button
on the switch box with one button when the two nonius Iines
appeared to be on a vertical line and to release the button when
the Iines were not on a vertical line. Each subject was also asked
to categorize his perception of the black disk and report his per
ception by using the switch box with three buttons. Each button
was used to report one of the following three categories: (a) one
disk perceived in the center of the outer circle, (b) one disk per
ceived not in the center, and (c) two disks or a noncircular disk
perceived. Ir perception changed during a stimulus presentation,
the subject was to change his response accordingly. To familiarize
the subject with the experimental task, a number of stereograms
were shown, and the subject operated the switches until he feit
ready for the experiment.

There were two blocks of trials; each trial consisted of present
ing one of the 17 stereograrns, 3 of which had no disparity. In
one block, the remaining 14 stereograms bad uncrossed disparity,
while in the other block, the 14 stereograms had crossed disparity.
For half of the subjects, the block which included the stereo
grams with crossed disparity was given first; and for the other
half, the other block was given first. Tbe order of presenting
the 17 stereograms within a block was random. Each trial began
when the experimenter removed a blind between the stereogram
and the subject's eyes, and ended following 30 sec of appropriate
fixation, when the blind was replaced. Before the Ist, 4th, 9th,
and 14th trials, the three control stereograms with no disparity
were shown twice in randorn order, and the subject was asked
to report verbally whether the inner disk appeared in the center
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or not. In a preliminary study without this procedure, rnany
subjects misjudged the location of the disk. Thus, the procedure
was included to set the subject's criterion for what he reported
as central and noncentral.

The subject set his own pace in starting each trial. Each block
of trials took about 45 min. A 10-min rest was given between the
two blocks,

Subjects. The subjects were eight volunteers from the university
community and were paid for their services. They had no known
anomaly in either acuity or stereopsis.

Results and Discussion
The basic data obtained for each stereogram were

the proportions of time the inner disks were reported
to be central, noncentral, and diplopie, given
appropriate fixation. Analyses were performed on
the obtained proportions.

First, the results from the control stereograms will
be discussed. Results from the first set of control
stereograms (no disparity stereograms) showed that
subjects could discriminate a 7.5' displacement of
inner disks from no displacement. The mean propor
tions of centrality reported was .99 when the inner
disks were in fact central and .02 when they were not
central.

Table 1 contains the mean proportions of central
ity reports for the second set of control stereograms
and for the corresponding experimental stereograms.
The table shows that there were fewer reports of
centrality for the control stereograms than for the
experimental stereograms. In the table, the results for
both the left and right displacements are combined.
For the 15' , 30' , and 45' disparity stereograms, the
differences in the mean proportions between controls
and experimentals were .89, .55, and .19, respective
ly, which are all statistica1ly significant, t(7) = 15.74,
p< .001, t(7) = 12.21, p< .001, and t(7) = 2.71,
p < .05, respectively. For the 10 disparity stereo
grams, the difference was .02, which is not statistica1ly
significant. There were corresponding significant
differences in opposite directions for the mean pro
portions of noncentrality reports, but there were no
significant differences for the mean proportions
of diplopia reports.

The results suggest that fusion occurred. Consider
the results of the 15' stereograms shown in Table 1.

Table I
Mean Proportions of Centrality Reported for the Second

Set of Control Stereograrns and for the Corresponding
Experimental Stereograms

Proportions

Control Experimental
Disparity Stereograms Stereograms

15' .09 .98
30' .16 .71
45' .11 .30

10

.07 .09

Note-Disks displaced 7.5' to the left or right ofcenter.
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For the experimental stereograms, if suppression
occurred, a single disk would appear 7.5' off center;
on the other hand, if fusion occurred, the disk would
appear central. In the control stereograms, one disk
was centrally located while the other disk was located
15' away from center. Thus, if only suppression
occurred, one would expect that the proportions of
centrality and noncentrality reports would both be
equal to approximately .5, assuming that the input
to each eye was alternately suppressing the other
input an equal proportion of time. However, the
mean proportion of centrality for the control stereo
grams was only .09, i.e., the subjects usually per
ceived the disk off center. Thus, the significant
difference showed that the percepts predicted by the
fusion theory predominated when the experimental
stereograms with 15' disparity were presented.

For the experimental and control stereograms
with 30' 45', and 1° disparity, the assumption was
that there should be no centrality reports if only sup
pression occurred. If fusion and suppression take
place alternately, there should be some centrality
reports for these three experimental stereograms
but there should be no such reports for the correspond
ing control stereograms. However, the control stereo
grams produced relatively high proportions of cen
trality reports. The high proportions may be due to
either one of two possibilities. One is that the perceived
depth of the disk created by the disparities made
the judgment of centrality difficult when fusion
occurred. The second is that the apparent visual
direction of the inner disk when fusion occurred was
not exactly the outcome of the arithmetic average
of two local signs as traditionally assumed, i.e., local
sign values from one eye may be weighted more by
the visual system. Whatever the reason, however, it
is safe to infer the fusion had occurred. Otherwise,
the greater proportion of centrality reported for
the experimental stereograms cannot be explained,
albeit one of the differences was not statistically sig
nificant. Furthermore, the expected extent of non
centrality when suppression occurred for the experi
mental stereograms was much greater than the ex
pected extent of noncentrality when fusion occurred
for the control stereograms, e.g., für the 10 experi
mental stereograms, the extent of noncentrality
should be 30' if suppression occurred, whereas for
the control stereograms the extent should be 7.5'
if fusion occurred. The most conservative interpreta
tion of the results is that the observed proportions
of centrality did not exactly reflect the fusion that
did take place and that they are only a rough estimate. "
In any case, it is difficult to argue that fusion did
not occur when the experimental stereograms were
presented.

For the results from the experimental stereograms,
analyses of variance were performed on the three de-

pendent variables to determine the effects of the sign
of the disparity (crossed vs. uncrossed) and the mag
nitude of disparity (15' through 2°). The effect of
disparity signs was not significant for any of the
reports. Effects related to the magnitude of disparity,
the variable of primary interest in this experiment,
were statistically significant; for centrality, F(5,42)
= 152.96, p< .01; for noncentrality, F(5,42) = 8.84,
p< .01; and for diplopia, F(5,42)= 28.76, p< .01.
The assumption of equal covariance for a repeated
measurements design was not tested, but the Geisser
Greenhouse univariate conservative F test indicated
significant main effects for all dependent variables.
The interactions were not significant.

Figure 2 illustrates the effects of the different
extents of disparity on the mean porportions of time
the three reports were given. The mean proportions
shown were obtained by averaging across two dis
parity signs and across eight subjects. The graph
includes the mean proportions for the no-disparity
control stereogram with centrally located disks. The
figure shows that the occurrence of fusion, indicated
by the mean proportions of the centrality reports,
decreased as disparity increased. The occurrence of
suppression, indicated by the mean proportions of
noncentrality reports, increased up to 45' and re
mained approximately constant up to 1°15' . Diplopia
began before 30' and continued to increase. The
apparent gradual changes in the three percepts as
a function of the magnitude of disparity shown in
Figure 2 are partly due to the plotting of mean pro
portions. An examination of each subject's data
showed that some subjects changed abruptly from
one percept to another, e.g., a particular subject
gave only centrality reports for 15' and 30' disparities

0.8
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Figure 2. The proportions of ceotrality, oonceotrality, aod
diplopia reports as a fuoctioo of disparity.
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Figure 3. An elUUllple 01 one fteld 01 the stereograms used in
Experiment 2. The disk 01 this particular stimulus presented
with a stereoscope subtended a visual angle 01 2°.

size of disk, two pairs of stereograms were used; one pair produced
a horizontal disparity of 30' , and tbe otber produced a disparity
of 10

• For each pair, the disks were displaced equal distances but
in opposite directions from the midline. Each pair of stimuli for a
stereogram was used to present either crossed or uncrossed dis
parity by reversing tbe relations between tbe eye and the stimuli.
The rationale of tbe experimental stereograms was tbe same as
that of Experiment 1. If fusion occurs, a single disk sbould be
seen in tbe middle of the visual field; if suppression occurs, a
single disk sbould be seen off center. The 30' and 1° disparities
were chosen with the expectation that there would be a relatively
high proportion of centrality reports for the stereograms witb 30'
disparity and a relatively high proportion of noncentrality reports
for the stereograms with 10 disparity.

The set of control stereograms was not as complete, or as
elaborate, as those of Experiment 1 for two reasons. One was tbat
the comparison of results from tbe experimental and control
stereograms in Experiment 1 indicated that inferences can be
made adequately from the results of tbe experimental stereo
grams. The second was that tbe discrimination of centrality and
noncentrality was not as demanding as for some of tbe stereo
grams in Experiment 1. In Experiment I, the smallest disparity
used was 15', whicb required detecting apparent noncentrality
of 7.5' when suppression occurred, but the smallest disparity
used in Experiment 2 was 30', whicb required detecting apparent
noncentrality of 15' wben suppression occurred. The stereograms
with a displaced disk having no disparity were not included, Two
no-disparity control stereograms were included to determine
if subjects would report centrality if tbe disks were in fact central.
For each, botb monocular disks were positioned in the center
of each field. Disk size was 15' in one and 2° in tbe otber. Als,
included were four pairs of stimuli from wbicb crossed or un
crossed control stereograms could be made. Tbe idea for these
control stereograms was tbe same as that for tbe corresponding
control stereograms used in Experiment I, namely, to confirm that
subjects' reports of centrality were not due to the difficulty of
directional judgments wben viewing disparate disks in depth. Tbe
two disks provided an asymmetricaJ disparity of 30', one disk
being 7.5' away from tbe center in one direction and the otber
22.5' from tbe center in the opposite direction. In two pairs, the
size of tbe disks was 15'; in tbe otber two, tbe size was 2°. For
eacb disk size, if fusion occurred, tbe apparent location of the
single disk would be perceived 15' to tbe left of center in one
pair and 15' to the right of center in the other pair.

Procedure. Tbe procedure was identicaJ to tbat of Experiment 1
except for the deletion from the experimental session of the

but gave no centrality reports for disparities greater
than45' .

The results from the experimental and control
stereograms taken together strongly imply that both
fusion and suppression occur to achieve single
vision. Perceived singleness of vision predicted
by the fusion theory held when disparity was small.
When disparity was larger, the predictions from both
the fusion theory and the suppression theory held.
Thus, these results support our contention that the
perceived singleness of vision is not limited to the
percept predicted by either fusion theory or sup
pression theory alone.

Abrief comment will be made concerning the
extent of single vision obtained in Experiment 1.
The extent of "panum's area" generally stated is
considerably smaller than the extent of single vision
obtained in this experiment. The horizontal extent
of Panum's area is considered to be in the range of
9'-15' (cf. Mitchell, 1966). The present results, how
ever, indicate that the extent would be somewhere
between 45' and 10

, if the proportion of .5 of single
vision (nondiplopia) is used as the criterion for the
extent. The larger area found in the present experi
ment may be due to the size of the stimulus used,
since smaller stimuli are generally used to map
Panum's area. This implies that the extent of single
vision is a function of stimulus size. Experiment 2
investigates this implication.

EXPERIMENT 2

The aim of Experiment 2 was the same as that of
Experiment 1, namely, to show that single vision is
achieved by the perceptual outcomes predicted by
both fusion and suppression theories. In Experi
ment 2, the size of the disparate stimuli was varied
with different sets of stereograms. The basic idea
for the stereograms used and the dependent variable
were the same as those of Experiment 1, but the
stereograms for Experiment 2 were made to allow for
a greater range of sizes of the inner disk.

Metbod
Tbe apparatus, most aspects of the stimuli, and the general

procedure were the same as those of Experiment I. Only the
differences from Experiment 1 wiJIbe described in this section,

Stimuli. The inner disks varied in size and were surrounded by
letters instead of a circle. Tbe periphery of the stereograms was
similar to tbose of Ogle et al. (1967). According to Ogle et aJ.
(1967), the Image of tbe extrafoveal letters aid the maintenance
of motor fusion (as opposed to perceptual fusion). Tbe letters
were arranged to permit tbe presentation of larger disks tban were
used in Experiment 1. Tbe apex of tbe letter, A, located on the
lower portion of tbe midline of eacb field, was meant to serve as
a reference for the center of the visual field togetber with the
fixation stimuli. A reproduction of one field of a stereogram is
sbown in Figure 3.

The experimental stereograms were made so that the inner disks
subtended visual angles of 7.5' , 15',30' , 10,20

, and 40
• For each
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Figure 4. Tbe proportions of centrality, noncentrality, and
diplopia reports as a function of size of disparate stimuli plotted
on a semilog coordinate.

spectively. The Geisser-Greenhouse univariate con
servative test was applied to these F values; the effect
for centrality and diplopia remains significant at
the .01 level, but the effect for noncentrality is no
longer significant. There were no significant inter
actions among the three factors when the Geisser
Greenhouse conservative test was applied.

Figure 4 illustrates the main effect of disk size
on the mean proportions of time the three reports
were given. The mean proportions shown were ob
tained by averaging across the two disparity signs,
two disparity values, and 16 subjects. The figure
shows that the occurrences of fusion increase and
the occurrences of diplopia decrease as the disk size
increases. The occurrence of suppression on the other
hand, remains relatively constant across the range of
disk sizes, except for the slight increase Ior disk sizes
of 1° and 2°. The results clearly show that single
vision of binocular disparate stimuli is related to the
size of the stimulus.

The examination of the F values and the figure
may suggest that stimulus size determines the relative
occurrence of fusion but not suppression. However,
such a conclusion may be premature. Given a con
sb~.nt shape, the size of the stimulus in terms of speci
fymg the experimental stimulus is a precise variable
but in terms of the critical variables for the visual
system, "size" lacks precision, i.e., the visual system
may be responding to diameter, area, or amount of
contour. In the present experiment, with the varia
tion of the disk size, there were variations of con
tralateral closeness of contours and the extent
of overlap of two disks. Viewing the effect of size
in this manner, one should note the slight increase
in the noncentrality reports for disk sizes of 10 and
20

, albeit the main effect was not significant when

complete procedure used to set the subject's criterion of what he
reported as central. The procedure was used only at the beginning
of the experimental session.

Subjects. The subjects were 16 volunteers from the university
community who were paid for their services. They had no known
anomaly in either acuity or stereopsis.

Results and Discussion
For the no-disparity control stereograms with disk

sizes of 15' and 2°, the mean proportions of central
ity reports were .90 and .92, respectively, indicating
that centrality reports were given reliably when both
monocular disks were actually located in the center.
For the other control stereograms with disk sizes of
15' and 2° and asymmetrical disparities, the mean
proportions of centrality reports were .02 and .03,
respectively. In comparison, the mean proportions
of centrality reports were .69 and .82, respectively,
for the corresponding experimental stereograms. The
differences between the mean proportions from the
experimental and control stereograms were statistic
ally significant at the .01 level, t(15) = 12.38 and
15.58 for the stereograms with disk size 15' and
2°, respectively. The reason for the present control
stereograms producing smaller proportions of
centrality reports than those of Experiment 1 is not
obvious to uso However, the comparison of the mean
proportions of the experimental and control stereo
grams indicated more clearly than those of Experi
ment 1 that the centrality reports reflected the occur
rences of fusion.

For the results from the experimental stereograms,
analyses of variance were performed on the three
dependent variables to determine the effect of dis
parity signs (crossed vs. uncrossed), disparity values
(30' and 1°), and the size of disks (7.5' to 4°). Un
like the results of Experiment 1, the main effects of
the sign of the disparity were statistically significant.
The significant main effects were those of centrality
and diplopia reports, F(I,15) = 6.54 (p< .05) and
13.13 (p< .01), respectively. The main effect of
noncentrality was not significant, F(l, 15) = .95.
The significant effects were the results of the stereo
grams with crossed disparity producing a higher
mean proportion of centrality reports and a lower
mean proportion of diplopia reports. Because these
directions of differences are the same as those of
Experiment 1, the significant sign effects obtained
in Experiment 2 are probably due to the larger
sample size used. The main effects of disparity values
were consistent with those of Experiment 1 and were
also statistically significant at the .01 level, F(l, 15)
= 155.60, 7.57, and 72.13, for centrality, non
centrality, and diplopia, respectively. The main
effects of size, the variable of primary interest in
Experiment 2, were statistically significant; F(5,75)
= 8.83 (p< .01), 2.69 (p < .05) and 16.62 (p < .01)
for centrality, noncentrality, and diplopia, re-



the Geisser-Greenhouse conservative F test was
applied. Since the disk sizes of 10 and 20 contra
laterally overlapped at 30 'and 10 disparity, re
spectively, the increase may well be related to the
contralateral suppression of contours posited by
Hochberg (1964) and Kaufman (1963). In fact,
among all the 30 I disparity stereograms, the stereo
grams with 10 disk size produced the highest mean
proportion of noncentrality reports; among all the
10 disparity stereograms, the stereograms with 20

disk size produced the highest mean proportion of
noncentrality. The implication is that the small effect
of size on suppression may be due to the way in
which we manipulated the size of the stimulus.

The foregoing discussion places limits on the inter
pretation of the results of Experiment 2 but does not
contradict the contention of this paper, namely, that
the percepts predicted by both fusion and sup
pression theories contribute to single vision. The
results of Experiments 1 and 2 should be viewed as
the beginning of an attempt to specify some vari
ables which determine when fusion or suppression
occurs.

EXPERIMENT 3

This experiment was suggested to us by Kaufman
(Note 1) to strengthen our claim that fusion can
occur in achieving single vision; our claim that the
results of Experiments 1 and 2 are not confounded by
fixation disparity depends on subjects' maintaining
fixation as instructed. In Experiment 3, the disparate
stimuli were presented for 100 msec, when nonius
alignment was achieved, to minimize the effects of
eye movements during stimulus presentation. As in
Experiments 1 and 2, the subjects' task was to judge
centrality or noncentrality of the dichoptic stimulus.

Method
Stimuli and Apparatus. Two sets of red light emitting diodes

(LEDs) (Monsanto MV50), each set presented to different eyes,
were arranged as shown in Figure 5. (The numbers in the figure
are included for deseriptive purposes only and were not parts
of the stimulus panels.) Different portions of the stimulus panels
served different funetions. The LEDs in Rows 3 and 7 were used
to present the test stimuli, and the LEDs in Column 4 in these
rows were also used for fixation stimuli. The LEDs in Rows I,
2, 8, and 9 were used as reference stimuli for judging whether the
test stimuli appeared central or not. The fixation stimuli, which
were shown at the beginning of a trial, were the LEDs in Rows 3,
4, and 5 of Column 4 in one set, and in Rows 5, 6, and 7 of
Column 4 in the other set. The reason for this presentation was
that when the subjeet is fixated on the LED in Row 5, correct
fixation is indicated for the test stimuli to follow, if the stimuli
appeared to be vertically aligned. The stimuli that followed were
LEDs in Rows 1, 2, 8, and 9 (reference stimuli) and also the LEDs
in Rows 3 to 7 of one of the columns in each set (test stimuli). By
presenting different columns in two sets, the necessary disparity
was produced.

The stimuli were presented in 10 different configurations.
Two configurations were the experimental stimuli; four were the
control stimuli and four were used to check the results of the pre-
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Figure S. One of tbe two stimulus arrangements used in Experi
ment 3.

liminary study for this experiment. (The last four stimuli will be
described after the description of the apparatus.) The two experi
mental and four control configurations are illustrated in Fig
ure 6. The rationale for the configurations depieted in Fig
ure 6 was the same as that for the experimental and eontrol
stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2. For the experimental configur
ations, if fusion occurs the subject should see the stimuli in the
center of the "composite" panels (in line with Rows 1, 2, 8, and 9
of Column 4). For the control configurations, if fusion occurs
the subject should not see the composite stimuli of these columns
in line with Column 4 in the reference stimuli, i.e., the two monoc
ular rows should be seen as single and noncentrally.

The six configurations shown in Figure 6 were produced in the
following manner. The two experimental configurations con
sisted of presenting symmetrical disparity-uncrossed and crossed.
For the presentation of unerossed disparity, Rows 3 to 7 of
Column 3 were presented to the left eye and the corresponding
rows of Column 5 to the right eye; for the presentation of crossed
disparity, the relation between the columns and the eyes was
reversed. The control configurations consisted of presenting
asymmetrical disparity-two uncrossed and two crossed. For one
presentation of uncrossed disparity, Rows 3 to 7 of Column 4
were presented to the left eye and the same rows of Column 6
to the right eye; for the other presentation, Rows 3 to 7 of
Column 2 were presented to the left eye and the same rows of
Column 4 were presented to the right eye. For the two presenta
tions of crossed disparity, the relation between the eyes and the
columns was reversed (see Figure 6).

In the two panels, the actual distances between rows and be
tween columns were 4.3 mm; the panels were viewed through a
stereoseope eomprised of two identical optical systems. In eaeh
system, a variable prism was loeated near the eye, and a negative
6-diopter lens was plaeed between the prism and the panel. The
lens was loeated 61.8 em and the panel 111.8 em from the sub
ject's eye. This optieal system produced a virtual image of the
display at 74.3 em with a virtual separation between the rows and
between the eolumns of 1.08 mm. The visual angles subtended
by the virtual separation were 5'. Hence, the extent of disparity
produeed by each of the six test stimuli was 10' .

The intensity of the LEDs was redueed until no scattered light
was seen, The only visible stimuli during the experiment were the
lights on the panels.
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Figme 6. Illustrations 01 experimental and eootrol stimuli
used in Experiment 3.

The choice of a 10' disparity was based on the results of a pre
liminary study. This disparity was small enough to produce single
vision but large enough to produce noncentral reports if fusion
did not occur. The results of the preliminary study indicated that
for 10' of disparity there were very few percepts of diplopia when
the stimulus was presented for 100 msec. Furthermore, when
Rows 3 to 7 of Column 3 or 5 were presented monocularly, with
a binocular presentation on Rows 1, 2, 8, and 9, the stimulus
was reliably reported to appear noncentral, but when Rows 3
to 7 of Column 4 were presented monocularly with the same
binocular stimuli, the stimulus was reliably reported to appear
central.

Because the experimental subjects differed from those used in
the preliminary study, four monocular test stimuli were presented
in the experiment to ascertain whether the 10' disparity was
adequate for the experimental subjects, The first two of the four
presentations consisted of central monocular stimuli; the two other
presentations consisted of noncentral monocular stimuli. For
the central monocular test stimuli, Rows 3 to 7 of Column 4
were presented to one eye and Rows 1, 2, 8, and 9 to both eyes.
Although there were four possible monocular noncentral test
stimuli, two of them were chosen so that there would be an equal
number of central and noncentral presentations. The two chosen
consisted of presenting (1) Rows 3 to 7 of Column 3 to the right
eye and Rows 1, 2, 8, and 9 to both eyes, and (2) Rows 3 to 7 of
Column 5 to the left eye and Rows 1, 2, 8, and 9 to both eyes,

Procedure. The variable diopter prism was adjusted so that
the subject would converge to 74.3 cm. Further adjustment of the
apparatus was made for each subject by varying the distance be
tween the two LED panels. The second adjustment was made
to eliminate fixation disparity; this was done so that the fixation
stimulus was readily seen on a verticalline.

Each trial consisted of three parts: (1) fixation, (2) stimulus
presentation, and (3) report of percept. Each subject was asked to
fixate on the middle of the "composite" fixation stimuli (Row 5
and Column 4) and to push a switch when the five lights were seen
on a vertical line. Pushing the switch turned off the fixation
stimuli and turned on one of the combinations of reference stimuli
and test stimuli for 100 msec. The subject's task was to report
whether the test stimuli appeared central, noncentral, or double.

There were two kinds of fixation stimuli. One consisted of the
upper three stimuli for one panel being presented to the left eye
and the lower three stimuli from the other display being presented
to the right eye; the other consisted of the opposite combination.

Combining 2 fixation stimuli and 10 test stimuli gave a total of
20 combinations. The presentation of one of the combinations
constituted a trial.

The 20 types of trials were repeated five times. The sequence
of the trials was random, with the restriction that in each block of
20 trials, different combinations of stimuli were represented once.
The subject set his own pace; the trial began when he was ready.

Subjects. Four subject, acquaintances of the experimenters,
participated in the experiment. They had no known anomaly
in either acuity or stereopsis. Two subjects knew the purpose of
the experiment and the details of the stimulus arrangement; the
other two were completely naive concerning the purpose and
the details.

Results and Discussion
The central and noncentral monocular test stimuli

were discriminable for the experimental subjects just
as they were for the subjects in the preliminary study.
The mean proportion of trials in which the central
stimuli appeared central was .91, whereas the mean
proportion of trials in which the noncentral check
stimuli appeared central was .09. The difference
confirmed the results of the preliminary study and
indicated that the value of disparity used for the test
stimuli was adequate for inferring whether fusion
had occurred or not.

The results from presenting the binocular test
stimuli indicated that fusion occurred. The mean
proportion of trials in which the symmetrical test
stimuli appeared central was .88, whereas the mean
proportion of trials in which the asymmetrical test
stimuli appeared central was .10. The difference was
statistically significant, t(3) = 18.92, p < .001. This
significant difference lends credence to our inter
pretation of the results of Experiments land 2, that
the centrality report for the symmetrically disparate
stimuli reflects the occurrence of fusion and not
fixation disparity and suppression.

Although the present results, in terms of subjects'
reporting centrality and noncentrality, agree weIl
with the results obtained when the 15 I disparate
stimuli were presented in Experiment I, there was
one major difference in what subjects saw. In Experi
ment I, many subjects reported spontaneously
that they saw depth between the inner disk and the
outer ring, but in Experiment 3, no subject reported
seeing depth between the test stimuli and the refer
ence stimuli. We gave extra trials asking for reports
of depth judgments, but the subjects did not see
depth. The lack of depth perception may be due to
different criteria used by two sets of subjects, but
was more likely due to the short exposure time and
the intensity used. When the test stimuli were ex
posed for a Ionger period, the subjects saw depth
the crossed stimuli as being closer than the reference
stimuli and theuncrossed ones as being farther. One
possible implication of the present results is that
fusion, defined in terms of the visual system combin
ing two visual directions signaled from two eyes,



takes place before, or independently of, the process
ing of depth information.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of the three experiments demonstrated
that perceptual outcomes predicted by both fusion
and suppression theories ere involved in binocular
single vision. Experiment 1 showed that the per
ceived singleness of dichoptic stimuli with small
disparity was the percept predicted by the fusion
theory. It also showed that the singleness of the
stimuli with larger disparity was sometimes the per
cept predicted by the fusion theory and other times
that predicted by the suppression theory. Experi
ment 2 showed that the percept predicted by the
fusion theory is more likely for a stimulus of larger
size. Experiment 3 provided further support for our
interpretation of the results of Experiments 1 and 2
that fusion occurs to achieve single vision. The con
clusion to be drawn from the results is that the hither
to accepted "either/or" approach, fusion theory
vs. suppression theory, should be abandoned.
Rather, one should investigate stimulus variables
or conditions in which fusion or suppression tend to
occur when single vision is achieved.

Although the experiments have shown that single
vision is achieved by both fusion and suppression,
the conclusion should not be made that disparity and
size, the variables investigated, are the only variables
that are related to single vision. Other known vari
ables are state of convergence (Richards, 1971;
Ronchi, Viliani, & Barca, 1972), luminance and color
(Mitchell, 1966), clearness of contour (Levelt, 1965),
spatiotemporal history of stimulation (Fender &
Julesz, 1967), and training (Ames & Ogle, 1932).
Whether and how these variables are related to the
occurrences of fusion and suppression are still to be
determined, but a complete theory of single vision
must specify how these variables and other variables
together contribute to single vision.

REFERENCE NOTE

1. Kaufman, L. Personal communication, 1975.
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NOTE

I. In all three experiments, the dependent variable was visual
direction, not stereopsis, Subjects reported whether the diehoptie
stimuli appeared single or not and, if single, whether it appeared
in the center of the visual field. They were not required to report
whether or not the stimuli appeared in depth. This fact may be
difficult to keep in mind while reading the paper, because the
independent variables of the experiments are those usually associ
ated with stereopsis (depth perception). Although the usual
discussions of fusion vs. suppression theories are made in the
context of the topic of stereopsis, fusion and suppression are not
likely to be the necessary or sufficient conditions for stereop
sis. Because binocular depth perception occurs with diplopic
images, they are not necessary for stereopsis. The results of our
Experiment 3 suggest that they are not sufficient.
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